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How the industry will get over Bridgecorp (or how will the industry get over Bridgecorp?)

or Biting the bullet on Bridgecorp

or something else 

A little more than 12 months since the Provincial scandal the industry has been rocked by an even bigger blow-out. 

David Chaplin investigates how the Bridgecorp collapse is changing industry dynamics.

On Wednesday June 27 Auckland-based adviser Karen McDonald made a phone-call to the Covenant Trustee 

Company with a simple query: ‘Was the firm aware that one of its clients had failed to make good on debenture 

payments?’

Much to the surprise of McDonald, Covenant’s answer was ‘no’.

Her tip-off began the inevitable chain of events that led to Bridgecorp entering receivership less than a week later 

and the fate of almost $500 million, invested by 18,000 ‘mums and dads’ hanging in the balance.

As the market discovered on July 31, that balance is looking decidedly precarious with the receiver, 

PricewaterhouseCoopers (PWC), delivering the gloomy, but rather vague, news that Bridgecorp debenture holders 

could get back anywhere between 25% and 74% of their original investment. 

Some time.
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2008
20 NZ boutique fund managers (and some FUM)

Brook Asset Management - $1.5bn

Commodities Strategies - $200m

Elevation Capital - $20m

Fisher Funds - $750m

Gareth Morgan Investments - FUM not disclosed

Huljich Wealth Management - FUM not disclosed

Liontamer $250-300m

Logic Funds Management $3.5m

M S Capital Management - FUM not disclosed

MGH Asset Management - FUM not disclosed

Milford Asset Management $230m

Mint Asset Management $10m +

New Zealand Asset Management (fund of funds provider) - FUM not

disclosed

Orca Global Funds - FUM not disclosed

Pie Funds Management $5m +

Pure Capital US$10m

Salvus Asset Management $26m

Socrates Funds Management $19m

36 South Investment Managers (Kohinoor and Black Swan funds) - FUM 

not disclosed

Trafalgar Copely - FUM not disclosed

Mini money managers: how to shop for boutiques

In a country where even mainstream fund managers have struggled to achieve 

scale perhaps only the brave or foolhardy would set up their own investment 

shop. But, as David Chaplin discovers, plenty of New Zealand boutiques are 

willing to put their necks on the line.

You need skin in this game - preferably a tough one.

Sensitive types do not generally survive long in the brutal world of funds 

management. Even those portfolio managers ensconced within the big brand 

financial firms, protected by the loving corporate layers of marketing, 

administration and communication cannot be completely shielded from the 

bitter reality of a bad quarter.

There, there.

But if it’s a high pressure business for the investment guns inside the likes of 

AMP, Tower or ING, the intensity factor is multiplied in the boutique fund 

houses: double it; triple it; leverage it.

Boutique managers, as a rule, perform their high-wire money tricks without the 

safety net of an institutional balance sheet, in front of an audience that wouldn’t 

mind watching them fall.

The demise of boutique firm Walker Capital Management earlier this year 

is a good example 
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CDOs by the sea
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Inside Money: How terrorism could take down pokies
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Inside Money: On a wave of indexation: year of the ETF
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Inside Money: The truth about Gareth Morgan
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When things turn to custody: DIMS for dummies

Last November I noted 
http://www.nzherald.co.nz/business/news/article.cfm?c_id=3&objectid=10845749
that the Ross Asset Management (RAM) affair highlighted some of the legal gaps 
allowing advisers to manage large chunks of money on behalf of clients with little 
oversight from regulators.

In fact, the rules surrounding discretionary investment management services 
(DIMS) and the disclosure get-out clause applying to ‘wholesale’ or allegedly 
‘sophisticated’ investors granted financial advisers considerable power over client 
money.

To a certain extent legislators were already onto this loophole with some reform of 
the DIMS rules included in the draft Financial Markets Conduct (FMC) bill, which 
was a pre-RAM effort.

The Ross scandal, however, hurried the reform program along while also prompting 
legislators to align the various bits of law governing DIMS – principally, the FMC and 
the 2008 Financial Advisers Act (FAA).

To that end, the Ministry of Business, Innovation and Employment (MBIE) last week 
released a discussion document http://www.med.govt.nz/business/business-
law/current-business-law-work/consultation-dims outlining its DIMS ideas and 
calling for submissions from interested parties.   

For example, the FMC bill introduces two distinct types of DIMS: class DIMS, which 
are akin to traditional broker ‘model portfolios’ offered to a broad clientbase – these 
verge on managed fund territory, and; personalised DIMS that are truly tailored 
investments for individual clients.

Class and personalised DIMS operators will require different licenses under the 
FMC proposal.

And in a list ranging from a-k, the MBIE paper outlines a number of proposals that 
have already been drafted into the FMC, currently before parliament, under a 
supplementary order paper.

And in a list ranging from a-k, the MBIE paper outlines a number of proposals that 
have already been drafted into the FMC, currently before parliament, under a 
supplementary order paper.

The wide-ranging proposals include: standardising the definition of ‘wholesale client’ 

across the FAA and FMC laws; bolstering record-keeping and audit requirements; 

giving further powers to the Financial Markets Authority to set DIMS rules for AFAs, 

and; allowing the scope of DIMS offered under the FAA to be limited.

But first, and probably foremost, the FMC will require Authorised Financial Advisers 

(AFAs) who offer DIMS to use an independent custodian “unless otherwise 

permitted by the terms of their authorisation or by regulations”.

As the MBIE document says, lack of adequate custody arrangements “were 

identified as an area of concern for submitters on the FMC Regulations”. 

The MBIE paper says custodians can provide DIMS consumers with additional 

security but only if they have proper safeguards themselves that are communicated 

to the end client – who probably won’t understand what they’re talking about.  

“The role of custodians is not well understood by retail investors and they often lack 

the knowledge necessary to ensure that adequate custodial arrangements are in 

place,” the MBIE document says.

Just to clarify for the custodially-ignorant, the MBIE paper includes a useful 

definition of this important, but sadly-forgotten, link in the money chain:

“Custodians are financial institutions that hold property and money on a client’s 

behalf, execute instructions, and provide information to clients and intermediaries 

(such as DIMS providers). Custodians can provide and effective safeguard against 

misappropriation of client assets when custody is provided in conjunction with robust 

risk management systems and where custodians act as a definitive and 

independent source of information for clients.”

The final DIMS proposals should be known by the end of the year and implemented 

some time in 2014.

http://www.nzherald.co.nz/business/news/article.cfm?c_id=3&objectid=10845749
http://www.med.govt.nz/business/business-law/current-business-law-work/consultation-dims
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Inside Money: Blank pages and novel 

regulations- Why the FMC is a must read later
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Milford outs itself as FMA ‘high profile’ target
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Declustering KiwiSaver: Vanguard looks for 

tidy trans-Tasman solution
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Snake-oil, evangelism and the fintech future: 

Everett preaches regulation for disruption


